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Buenos Aires NWR

- 118,000 acres in size
- 5.5 miles of international boundary at southern end
- busy smuggling corridor
Buenos Aires NWR – Border Impacts

- Increased crime
- UDA trespass
- Trash and trailing caused by UDAs
- Wildlife disturbance
- Cattle trespass and fence maintenance
- Arson fires
- Drug smuggling
- Bandit activity and migrant deaths
- Abandoned and stolen vehicles
- Burglaries at refuge quarters
- Diversion of staff time and funding
Buenos Aires NWR - Crime Statistics

- **2005 Uniform Crime Report**
- 5 homicides
- 9 deaths from exposure/dehydration
- 2 rapes
- 39 armed robberies
- 3 burglaries
- 35 auto thefts
- 50+ abandoned vehicles towed
- 30 weapons violations
- 20 search and rescue incidents
- 60 medical emergency responses
- 15,800UDA apprehensions
- 47,000 lbs of marijuana seized

An estimated 200,000-300,000 illegal border crossings occurred on the refuge in 2005
Buenos Aires NWR Trash

Estimated 500 tons of trash left behind by illegal border crossers in 2005 on the Buenos Aires. Volunteers picked up 30-40 tons of trash that year. These figures are based on studies that show between 5-8 lbs of trash are deposited by an illegal border crosser during a typical journey.
Buenos Aires NWR
Illegal Trails and Roads

Impact Analysis Results (2003)

1,315 linear miles of trails created by illegal immigrants throughout the Refuge.

49.8 miles of trails per square mile of Refuge land.

Average trail width is 21” with a total of 279 acres completely denuded of vegetation from trailing.

22.3 crossings per mile of international border.
Buenos Aires NWR
Erosion From Illegal Trails
Buenos Aires NWR
Approx. 100 Abandoned Vehicles / Yr
Buenos Aires NWR Rescue Beacons

- Installed & maintained by DHS
- 6 are on the refuge to help reduce migrant deaths in remote areas
Buenos Aires - unofficial ports of entry

Stolen vehicles and smugglers move across the border with impunity through gates in the international boundary. Vehicle barriers will curb these illegal crossings.
Vehicle Barriers on Border at the Buenos Aires NWR

- Fabricated in Refuge’s maintenance yard by Border Patrol and National Guard. (1-2 year project)
Buenos Aires NWR
Arson (distress and escaped fires)

Several fires each year are started by illegal border crossers. These are either rescue fires as they get into trouble, or warming or cooking fires that have been left unattended or otherwise escape.
SOPs to prevent UDAs from being harmed during prescribed burns

Flyers are distributed in Sasabe 1 week prior to burns.

Border Patrol flys the burn unit prior to ignition to detect any UDAs present.

As an added precaution, Refuge LEOs sweep the area on ATVs prior to ignition.

Additional law enforcement resources are on standby to deal with apprehensions quickly so that burns are not delayed.
Buenos Aires NWR has been forced to deal with auto theft ....

In 2006, the refuge had 4 vehicles stolen. A refuge volunteer also had a vehicle stolen.

We now issue “clubs” to volunteers and staff to lock the steering wheels on govt. and private vehicles when parked on the refuge.

We will be installing vehicle disablers in the near future.

A steel barrier has been installed at the HQ parking lot to deter theft of vehicles.
To deal with burglaries, Buenos Aires NWR is fortifying the facilities ....

In 2006, refuge quarters were burglarized 6 times.

Security doors, bars on the windows, alarm systems, and fences are being installed.
Cattle Trespass and Fence Maintenance – Border Related

The refuge assigns one LEO the responsibility for cattle trespass, which includes contacting ranchers, arranging for fence repair, citing offenders, etc.

We also assign a two-person volunteer crew to maintain fence all winter. The YCC crew does it in the summer.

We try to hold the line at the Garcia fence (1 mile north of international boundary).
SOPs in place to address staff security during field work ....

Staff do not approach or aid UDAs, they summon LE.

LE escort required for areas south of Garcia road.

LE monitoring required for Arivaca Creek.

LE monitoring required for all work after dusk and before dawn.

LE monitoring required for all youth groups and SCA activities.
Public Safety/Notifications/Awareness

- Border safety awareness flyers are passed out at the Visitor Center and dispensed at all trailheads.
- Refuge website has information on border issues, so that visitors are not surprised when they get to the refuge.
Public Safety / Area Closure

- 3500 acres at the south end of the Refuge has been closed due to illegal activity and a high level of law enforcement interdiction currently occurring there.

- The area presents an unacceptable level of risk for the public and staff at this time.
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Indirect Impacts to Refuge

- Wildlife Disturbance (difficult to quantify)
- Diversion of staff from resource work
  - An estimated 6-8 FTEs spent on border issues
  - Nearly all the LEO’s time spent on border issues
  - 30-40% of the manager’s time
  - 30-40% of the maintenance employees’ time
  - 4000 volunteer hours diverted annually

- Media interaction
  - Print, TV, radio, periodicals
  - 1-2 interviews per week
  - Estimated 2-4 hours per week

- Public perception/reduced visitation?
- Staff recruitment and retention?
- Others?